Libraries are for creating…..
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Project Information:
- Library Name: ___Gooding Middle School Library_____________________________________
- Library Contact: ___Cecilia Pappas _________________________________________________
- Email: ______cecilia.pappas@goodingschools.org_____________________________________
- A short description about the creation. What media, computer program, or design method was used:

Our students took apart old computers, keyboards, printers and other outdated or broken technology and used the parts to create something new. The students loved disassembling the machines and learning about just how complex they are. We made jewelry, art, memo boards, bookmarks and more, but our favorite creation was this desk organizer by Tylee Fransden. She used the shell of an old computer tower and immediately knew what it was going to be. Once her idea began to take form, her peers began making suggestions to add to it. Old printer gears became a stand for an ipod. The holes in the back allow devices to be charged. Keyboard keys were used to make push pins and magnets. Old fan shrouds were used to add decoration and also serve as a place to hang a new pair of earrings made from wire and old screws. Corkboard and dry erase tape put the finishing touches on her project.